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Abstract: A detailed comparative qualitative analysis and numerical simulation of evolution of the cosmological
models based on classical and phantom scalar fields with self-action was performed. The phase portraits of the
dynamic systems of classical and phantom fields and their projections to the Poincare sphere were constructed. It was
shown that the phase trajectories of the corresponding dynamic systems can be split by bifurcation trajectories into
2,4 or 6 different dynamic streams corresponding to different pairwise symmetric histories of the Universe depending
on the parameters of the scalar field’s model. The phase space of such systems becomes multiply connected, the ranges
of negative total effective energy unavailable for motion, getting appear there. In the case when attracting centers
are situated inside these ranges, the phase trajectories of the classical scalar field in the infinite future tend to limit
cycles, winding onto the boundaries of these ranges. The phase trajectories of the scalar field, in turn, get away from
the boundaries of ranges with null effective energy and in the infinite future are wound onto one of the symmetrical
focuses (centers). Thus, the situations when the Universe, in case of classical scalar field, begins its history with the
inflation and ends it up in the Euclidian future, or, in the case of phantom scalar field, in opposite, has the Euclidian
start and proceeds to inflation mode after anomalous burst of the acceleration, both become possible. The potentials
of scalar fields on the surface of null curvature are distinct from zero and thereby define a certain vacuum state.
Key words: cosmological model, phantom and classical scalar fields, quality analysis, asymptotic behavior, numer-
ical simulation
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1 Introduction
Standard cosmological models (SCM), (see, e.g., [1]),
based on classical scalar field were investigated using
methods of qualitative analysis of dynamic systems in
papers [2–6]. In Zhuravlev’s paper [3] the methods of
qualitative theory of dynamic systems were also used
for the research of a 2-component cosmological model
with minimal interaction (see also [5], [6]). In the Au-
thor’s paper [7] the qualitative and numerical analysis
of the standard cosmological model based on the clas-
sical scalar field was over again performed, now reduc-
ing the problem to the research of the dynamic system
on the 2-dimensional phase plane {Φ, Φ˙} . The micro-
scopic oscillating character of the invariant cosmological
acceleration at late stages of the expansion was shown.
The results were then generalized to cosmological mod-
els with λ - term [8], [9], and the Authors managed to
prove the conservation of the oscillating character of the
invariant cosmological acceleration at sufficiently small
values of the cosmological term. Besides that, in the re-
cent papers the possibility of macroscopic acceleration’s
achieving non-relativistic mode at late stages of the early
Universe∗ was shown by means of averaging the cosmo-
logical acceleration over microscopic oscillations. . The
effective macroscopic equation of state was obtained in
[10], [11] by means of direct averaging of the scalar po-
tential and the derivative of the classical field over mi-
croscopic oscillations; it was also shown that it tends
to non-relativistic state. Besides that, the macroscopic
average of the scalar potential’s square fluctuations was
calculated in these works and it was also shown that at
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late stages of the cosmological evolution the root-mean-
square energy of the microscopic oscillations of the scalar
field exceeds the energy of the macroscopic scalar field
by many orders of magnitude. In the work [12] the re-
search method mentioned in the cited articles was used:
it was applied to the 2-component system “scalar field +
liquid” with an arbitrary function V (φ)†.
In the historical perspective, the matter with nega-
tive pressure (creation C-field) was first introduced in
the cosmology in the papers of F.Hoyle to maintain the
Universe’s stationary state [13], [14]. Technically, the
phantom fields, apparently were introduced in the grav-
ity as one of the possible models of the scalar field in
1983 in the work [15]. In the cited paper, as well as in the
more recent (see e.g. [16], [17]) the phantom fields were
classified as scalar fields with attraction of like-charged
particles being noted for the multiplier  = −1 in the
scalar field’s energy-momentum tensor. Let us notice,
that phantom fields with respect to the wormholes and
the so-called black Universes were considered in the pa-
pers [18], [19]. In the given paper, in correspondence
with the conventional terminology, under the phantom
fields we will imply the scalar fields with negative ki-
netic term in the energy-momentum tensor irrespective
of the sign of the potential term. Herewith, the neg-
ative potential term in the energy - momentum tensor
correspond to the phantom scalar fields with attraction
of the like-charged particles, and the positive potential
term correspond to the phantom scalar fields with the
repulsion. In the first case the signs of the kinetic term
and the potential term coincide, in the second case they
are opposite which is equivalent to the massive term’s
sign change in the Klein - Gordon equation. The cor-
responding solutions for the single-isolated scalar charge
take not the form of Yukawa’s potential but the form of
the solutions of the Lifshitz scalar perturbations for the
spherical symmetry (sinkr/r) [20].
However, the introduction of the phantom fields in
the structure of the quantum field theory comes across
serious problems related either to the probabilistic inter-
pretation of the quantum theory, or to the problem of
the vacuum state’s stability due to unlimitedness of the
negative energy [21]. The negative kinetic term and the
violation of the isotropic energy condition imply that the
energy is not limited from below on the classical level,
therefore negative norms appear on the quantum level.
The negative norms of the quantum states, in turn, gen-
erate negative probabilities which contradict the stan-
dard interpretation of the quantum theory of field [22],
[23]. The requirement of the theory’s unitarity leads to
instability at description of interaction of the quantum
phantom fields with other quantum fields [24]. However,
it is noted in the paper [25] that the terms that lead to
the instability, can be considered as corrections, which
are only significant at small energies below the level of
the physical cutoff. Such an approach allows considering
the phantom field theories as certain effective, physically
acceptable theories where it is assumed that the effec-
tive theory allows inclusion into a certain fundamental
theory, e.g. field string theory, which aligns with the
well-known concept of S.M. Carroll, M. Hoffman and M.
Trodden about effective field theory, where the phantom
model can be considered as a part or a range of a more
fundamental theory [26] (see also [27]). Particularly, in
these works it was shown that there exist a low-energy
boundary such that the phantom field would be stable
throughout the Universe’s lifespan.
From the other hand, the analysis of the observation
data obtained by different groups of researchers for the
cosmological acceleraion and for the the barotrope coef-
ficient w = p/ε, related to it in the recent years, shows
that, apparently, cosmology would be very hardly man-
ageable without phantom fields. For instance, the SNIa
data significantly favoring the “phantom” models and
excludes the cosmological constant [28]. The strict lim-
itations can be obtained in combination with the obser-
vation data including the measurements of the Hubble
parameter H(z) for various red shifts. When combining
the standard rulers and standard clocks, the best con-
formity is being observed at w0 = −1.01(+0.56− 0.31)
[29]. For the flat wCDM model the constant parame-
ter of the dark energy’s equation of state was measured
w=−1.013(+0.068−0.073) [30], see also [31, 32].
So, notwithstanding various difficulties, the cosmo-
logical models with the phantom scalar fields have the
right to exist. From the theoretical perspective such
models are very interesting and at the same time, insuf-
ficiently researched. In the more recent Authors’ works
the non-minimal theory of the scalar interaction based
on the concept of the fundamental scalar charge has
been being consequently developed both for classical and
phantom scalar fields [33], [34], [20]. In particular, cer-
tain peculiarities of the phantom fields were revealed in
these works, such as, for example, the peculiarities of the
interparticle interaction. These researches were deep-
ened for extension of the theory of the scalar fields in-
cluding phantom ones to the sector of negative particle
masses, degenerated Fermi-systems, conformally invari-
ant interactions etc. [35–39]. The mathematical models
of the scalar fields that were constructed that way, were
applied in the research of the cosmological evolution of
the system of interacting particles and scalar fields of
both classical and phantom types [40], [41, 42]. These
researches revealed the unique properties of the cosmo-
logical evolution of plasma with interparticle phantom
scalar interaction such as the existence of giant bursts of
†In particular, for the Higgs potential.
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the cosmological acceleration, presence of plateau with
constant acceleration and other anomalies due to which
the behavior of cosmological models with the phantom
scalar fields differ markedly from the models with the
classical scalar field. In particular, the classification of
behavioral types of cosmological models with interparti-
cle phantom scalar field was performed and 4 essentially
different models were selected in the works [42] – [44] In
the same works it was also noted the possibility of Bose
condensation of nonrelativistic scalar charged fermions
at strong growth of the scalar field’s potential and con-
sideration of this condensate in the capacity of the dark
matter’s component. It is important to note the circum-
stance that in the case of the phantom field with attrac-
tion in the course of cosmological evolution the values of
the cosmological acceleration greater than 1 are achiev-
able which corresponds to the phantom state of matter
as per generally accepted classification.
The cited above researches demonstrate the necessity
to investigate more in details the classical and the phan-
tom scalar fields with the self-action as possible basis
of the cosmological model of the early Universe. In the
papers [47] – [49] it was carried out the preliminary qual-
itative analysis of the cosmological model based on the
phantom scalar field with the self-action. In the given
work we develop and elaborate the results of researches
of the cosmological models based on the classical and
the phantom scalar fields. As opposed to the works [35]
– [41] we do not account the contribution of the ordinary
matter i.e. we consider the free classical and phantom
fields without a source.
2 The Basic Relations of the Cosmolog-
ical Model Based on the Single Scalar
Field
2.1 The Field Equation
The Lagrangian function of the scalar field Φ with
the self-action has the following form:
L=
1
8pi
(
e1g
ikΦ,iΦ,k−2V (Φ)
)
, (1)
where it is
V (Φ) =−α
4
(
Φ2−e2m
2
α
)2
, (2)
where α is the self-action constant, m is the scalar field’s
mass of quanta; it is e1 = 1 for the classical scalar field,
it is e1 =−1 for the phantom scalar field. The potential
energy U is defined by the relation:
4piU =V (Φ)≡−αΦ
4
4
+e2
m2Φ2
2
−m
4
4α
⇒ 4piU =−αΦ
4
4
+e2
m2Φ2
2
+Const, (3)
so that
U(−α,−e2,±Φ)≡−U(α,e2,±Φ). (4)
The additive constant in the potential function can be
dropped, therefore in the limit of the small constant of
self-action we have the “massive term” in the Lagrangian
(1)
U = e2
m2Φ2
4pi
, α→ 0.
Thus, in this sense, we can conditionally separate out
the following cases;
1. e2 = 1 is the scalar field with attraction;
2. e2 =−1 is the scalar field with repulsion.
Fig. 1. The plots of the potential energy
4piU(α,e2,Φ). The parabolas (dotted lines):
the upper one 4piU(−1,1,Φ) and the lower one
4piU(1,−1,Φ); and the parabolas with three
extreme points (the solid lines): the upper
4piU(−1,−1,x) and the lower 4piU(1,1,x). The
upper parabolas correspond to the attraction and
the lower - to the repulsion.
The tensor of the energy-momentum of the scalar
field relative to the Lagrangian function (1) takes the
standard form:
Tik =
1
8pi
(
2e1Φ,iΦ,k−gikΦ,jΦ,j +2V (Φ)gik
)
. (5)
The equality to null of the covariant divergence of this
tensor leads us to the equation of the free scalar field:
Φ+V ′(Φ) = 0. (6)
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Since we can append an arbitrary constant to the La-
grange function ‡, we further omit the corresponding
constant in the potential function where it leads to sim-
plifications. Such a renormalization returns us back to
the initial Lagrange function of the scalar field with the
self-action which was used in the papers [47] – [49], and
which we will use further (see [15]):
L=
1
8pi
(
e1g
ikΦ,iΦ,k−e2m2Φ2+ α
2
Φ4
)
, (7)
The enery – momentum reltive to the Lagrangian func-
tion (7) is equal to
Tik =
1
8pi
(
2e1Φ,iΦ,k−gike1Φ,jΦ,j +
gike2m
2Φ2−gikα
2
Φ4
)
. (8)
Using the Lagrangian function in the form (7), let us
obtain from (6):
Φ+m2∗Φ = 0, (9)
where m∗ is the effective mass of a scalar boson
m2∗≡ e1(e2m2−αΦ2), (10)
which theoretically can be an imaginary value.
Let us write out the Einstein equation with the cos-
mological term§
Rik− 1
2
Rgik =λgik+8piT ik, (11)
where λ≥ 0 is the cosmological constant.
2.2 The Equations of the Cosmological Model
Let us write out the self-consistent system of equa-
tions of the cosmological model based on the free scalar
field and space-flat Friedmann metric (9) – (11), suppos-
ing Φ = Φ(t):
ds2 = dt2−a2(t)(dx2+dy2+dz2). (12)
The mentioned system comprises of the single Einstein
equation
3
a˙2
a2
= e1Φ˙
2+e2m
2Φ2− α
2
Φ4+λ (13)
and the equation of the scalar field:
Φ¨+3
a˙
a
Φ˙+m2∗Φ = 0, (14)
where (˙f) ≡ fd/dt. Herewith the tensor of the energy-
momentum (8) has a structure of the energy – momen-
tum tensor of the isotropic liquid with the following en-
ergy density and pressure:
ε=
1
8pi
(
e1Φ˙
2+e2m
2Φ2− α
2
Φ4
)
; (15)
p=
1
8pi
(
e1Φ˙
2−e2m2Φ2+ α
2
Φ4
)
, (16)
so that:
ε+p=
e1
4pi
Φ˙2.
Further we will need the values of 2 kinematic func-
tions of the Friedmann Universe:
H(t) =
a˙
a
≥ 0; Ω(t) = aa¨
a˙2
≡ 1+ H˙
H2
(17)
is the Hubble constant H(t) and the invariant cosmo-
logical acceleration Ω(t), which is invariant and defined
in the next way with a use of the barotrope coefficient
κ= p/ε¶:
Ω =−1
2
(1+3κ). (18)
Differentiating (13) with an account of the definition (17)
and the field equation (14) we find:
H˙ =−e1Φ˙2. (19)
Thus, for the classical scalar fields it is H˙ ≤ 0, for the
phantom scalar fields it is H˙ ≥ 0, therefore for the clas-
sical fields it is Ω≤ 1, and for the phantom it is Ω≥ 1.
Let us consider the possible particular cases. For the
classical scalar field with attraction (e1 = e2 = 1) the
system of equations (13) – (14) takes the next form:
3H2 = Φ˙2+m2Φ2− α
2
Φ4+λ, (20)
Φ¨+3HΦ˙+m2Φ−αΦ3 = 0, (21)
where the energy density and pressure of the scalar field
are equal to:
ε=
1
8pi
(
Φ˙2+m2Φ2− α
2
Φ4
)
;
p=
1
8pi
(
Φ˙2−m2Φ2+ α
2
Φ4
)
. (22)
For the classical scalar field with repulsion (e1 =
1;e2 = −1; m2∗ = −m2−αΦ2) the system of equations
(13) – (14) takes the next form:
3H2 = Φ˙2−m2Φ2− α
2
Φ4+λ, (23)
‡which leads to the renormalization of the cosmological constant
§ We use the Planck system of units: G = c = ~ = 1; the Ricci tensor is obtained by convolution of the first and the forth indices
Rik =R
j
ikj ; the metric has the signature (−1,−1,−1,+1).
¶In the commonly accepted notation κ=w.
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Φ¨+3HΦ˙−m2Φ−αΦ3 = 0, (24)
where the energy density and pressure of the scalar field
are equal to:
ε=
1
8pi
(
Φ˙2−m2Φ2− α
2
Φ4
)
;
p=
1
8pi
(
Φ˙2+m2Φ2+
α
2
Φ4
)
. (25)
For the phantom scalar field with attraction (e1 =
−1;e2 = 1, m2∗=−m2−αΦ2) it is:
3H2 =−Φ˙2+m2Φ2− α
2
Φ4+λ, (26)
Φ¨+3HΦ˙−m2Φ+αΦ3 = 0, (27)
ε=
1
8pi
(
−Φ˙2+m2Φ2− α
2
Φ4
)
;
p=
1
8pi
(
−Φ˙2−m2Φ2+ α
2
Φ4
)
. (28)
For the phantom scalar field with repulsion (e1 = e2 =
−1; m2∗=m2−αΦ2) it is:
3H2 =−Φ˙2−m2Φ2− α
2
Φ4+λ, (29)
Φ¨+3HΦ˙+m2Φ+αΦ3 = 0, (30)
ε=
1
8pi
(
−Φ˙2−m2Φ2− α
2
Φ4
)
;
p=
1
8pi
(
−Φ˙2+m2Φ2+ α
2
Φ4
)
. (31)
3 The Qualitative Analysis
3.1 The Reduction of the System of Equations
to the Normal Form
Using the fact that the Hubble constant can be ex-
pressed from the Einstein equation (13) through the
functions Φ, Φ˙, proceeding to the dimensionless Comp-
ton time:
mt= τ ; (m 6≡ 0) (32)
and carrying out a standard substitution of variables
Φ′ =Z(τ) (f ′ ≡ df/dτ), let us reduce the Einstein equa-
tion (13) to the dimensionless form:
H ′ 2m =
1
3
[
e1Z
2+e2Φ
2− αm
2
Φ4+λm
]
, (33)
and the field equation (14) - to the form of normal au-
tonomous system of ordinary differential equations on
the plane {Φ,Z}:
Φ′ = Z;
Z ′ = −
√
3Z
√
e1Z2+e2Φ2− αm
2
Φ4+λm
−e1e2Φ+e1αmΦ3, (34)
where the following denotations are introduced:
λm≡ λ
m2
; αm≡ α
m2
.
Here it is:
a′
a
≡Λ′=Hm≡ H
m
; Ω =
aa′′
a′2
≡ 1+ h
′
h2
, (35)
where
Λ = lna(τ). (36)
Let us note that all the values Φ,Z,Hm,αm,Ω, τ in this
denotation are dimensionless; the time τ is changed at
that in the Compton scale.
Thus, we have the autonomous 2-dimensional dy-
namic system on the phase plane {Φ,Z}. To reduce it
to the standard notation of the qualitative theory of dif-
ferential equations (see e.g., [15]) let us assume:
Φ =x; Z = y;
P (x,y) = y;
Q(x,y) = −
√
3y
√
e1y2+e2x2− αm
2
x4+λm
−e1e2x+e1αmx3. (37)
The corresponding normal system of equations in the
standard notation has the following form:
x′=P (x,y); y′=Q(x,y). (38)
3.2 The Accessible Regions of Motion on the
Phase Plane
For the system of differential equations (34) (or (38))
to have real solution, it is necessary that the following
inequality is fulfilled (see Fig. 2 – 4):
e1y
2+e2x
2− αm
2
x4+λm≥ 0. (39)
The boundary of the range (39) is defined by the alge-
braic equation of the 4th order:
e1y
2+e2x
2− αm
2
x4+λm = 0. (40)
Introducing the variables,
u=x2− e2
αm
; v= y2+e1
(
1
2αm
+λ
)
, (41)
the inequality (39) can be transformed to the next in-
equalities:
u2≤ 2e1
αm
v, α> 0;
u2≥ 2e1
αm
v, α< 0.
(42)
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and the equation (40) – to the canonical equation of the
parabola with an axis v:
u2 =
2e1
αm
v. (43)
Let us notice that for the classical field (e1 = 1) in the
case when α> 0 it is always v > 0, therefore the variable
u can take the values only in the bounded interval.
Let us also notice that the curve of the 4th order (40)
corresponds to the null value of the Hubble constant i.e
null expansion velocity. From the other hand, if we con-
sider the sum of the energy of the scalar field and the
cosmological term’s contribution as the effective energy
of the matter
εeff = ε+
1
8pi
λ≡=m2εm (44)
=
m2
8pi
(
e1y
2+e2x
2− αm
2
x4+λm
)
,
the curve (40) will be corresponded by the null effective
energy εeff = 0.
Fig. 2. The prohibited ranges of motion of the dynamic system. a) The classical scalar field (e1 = 1, e2 =−1, α=
−10,λ = 0); b) The phantom scalar field (e1 = −1, e2 = 1, α = 10,λ = 0). The motion is only possible in the
unpainted ranges. Here and further the attractive centers are marked with red dots and the saddle points are
marked with blue crosses.
Fig. 3. The prohibited ranges of motion of the dynamic system. a) The classical scalar field (e1 = 1, e2 = 1, α=
10,λ = 0.1); b) The phantom scalar field (e1 = −1, e2 = 1, α = −10,λ = 0). The motion is possible only in the
unpainted ranges.
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Fig. 4. The prohibited ranges of motion of the dynamic system. a) The classical scalar field (e1 = 1, e2 =−1, α=
−10,λ= 0.01); b) The phantom scalar field (e1 =−1, e2 = 1, α= 10,λ= 0.01). The motion is possible only in the
unpainted ranges.
At λ= 0 the external range, which is limited by this
curve, is an area of allowable values of the dynamic val-
ues for the classical field (Fig. 2 a); the admitted values
of the dynamic variables for the phantom field, on the
contrary, lie in the internal area (Fig. 2 b). The in-
vertibility property disappears at λ 6= 0 and the split
of the area of allowable values of the dynamic variables
into two symmetrical ranges become possible (Fig. 3,
4). Thus, the nonlinear scalar fields, both classical nd
phantom ones, are characterized by the violation of the
simple connectedness of the phase space and appearance
of the white areas, inaccessible for the dynamic system.
This fact can lead to the fundamental differences of the
asymptotic behavior of the cosmological models based
on nonlinear scalar fields.
3.3 The Singular Points of the Dynamic System
The singular points of the dynamic system are de-
fined by means of the equations (see, e.g. [50], [51]):
M : P (x,y) = 0; Q(x,y) = 0. (45)
Since according to (37) and (38) in any of the singular
points of the dynamic system it is always Z ≡ y = 0,
let us obtain the following equation in order to find the
solutions:
x(e2−αmx2) = 0. (46)
Let us note that at the singular points of the dynamic
system, according to (19) it is:
H˙ = 0, (47)
therefore all the singular points of the dynamic system
lie on the inflationary trajectory Ω = 1.
Then, at any αm and λm ≥ 0 the system of the alge-
braic equations (45) always has the trivial solution
x= 0;y= 0 ⇒M0(0,0), (48)
and at e2α> 0 – two more symmetrical solutions:
x=x±=± 1√
e2αm
; y= 0 ⇒M±(x±,0). (49)
Substituting the solutions (48) and (49) in the condition
(39), we find the necessary condition of the solutions’
reality in the singular points (48) and (49):
(48)→λm≥ 0; (49)→λm+ 1
2αm
≥ 0. (50)
3.4 The Charachteristic Equation and the Qual-
itative Analysis in the Neighborhood of the
Null Singular Point
Let us calculate the derivatives of the functions (37)
at null singular point M0 (45) at λm≥ 0 :
∂P
∂x
∣∣∣∣
M0
= 0;
∂P
∂y
∣∣∣∣
M0
= 1;
∂Q
∂x
∣∣∣∣
M0
=−e1e2; ∂Q
∂y
∣∣∣∣
M0
=−
√
3λm.
The matrix of the dynamic system at null point is:
AM0 =
 0 1
−e1e2 0−
√
3λm
 .
Its determinant is equal to:
∆0 = det(A)M0 = e1e2. (51)
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Thus, we get the characteristic equation and its roots
k±: ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
−k 1
−e1e2 −k−
√
3λm
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣= 0⇒
k±=−
√
3λm
2
±
√
3λm−4e1e2
2
. (52)
As is well known, the product of the eigen-values of the
matrix is equal to its determinant:
k1k2 = det(A). (53)
Therefore the signs of the eigenvalues at null as a conse-
quence of (51) is defined by the index e2. It is also easy to
see that the eigenvalues at the null singular point do not
at all depend neither on the constant of the self-action
nor on the character of the field (classical/phantom), i.e.
do not depend on the value of the parameter e1. Let us
consider in details all the possible cases.
3.4.1 The Classical Filed with the Attraction: e1 =
e2 = 1 and the Phantom Field with the Repul-
sion: e1 = e2 =−1
These two cases are identical at the null singular
point M0. Here the 4 different situations are possible:
1a. The Case of the Null Value of the Cosmological
Constant
λ= 0→ k=±i. (54)
Since the eigenvalues turned to be purely imaginary ones,
then the single singular point (48) of the dynamic system
(34) is its center (see [50]). In this case the phase trajec-
tory of the dynamic system is winding onto this center
making an infinite number of turns.
1b. The Case of the Small Value of the Cosmological
Term:
0<λm<
4
3
(55)
– we have two complex conjugate eigenvalues and it is
<(k) =−
√
3λm
2
< 0. (56)
In this case in accordance with the qualitative theory
of the differential equations the point M0 (48) is the at-
tractive focus, – all the phase trajectories of the dynamic
system at τ→+∞ are the twisting spirals winding onto
the singular point, making an infinite number of turns at
that. This case practically coincides with the previous
one (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5. The qualitative view of the phase trajec-
tory of the dynamic system (34) for the classical
scalar field at λm < 4/3. On this figure ∆τ is
the characteristic fall time of the potential’s speed
change till the bottom of the plot, Z0 ≈ −0.115,
∆t – the characteristic fall time of the potential’s
value with the constant speed Φ′≈Z0. After this
time instant the phase trajectory starts to wind
onto the null attractive focus/center. The number
of turns of the spiral at that is infinite.
Fig. 6. The phase portrait of the system (34) for
the classical scalar field without the self-action in
the case e1 = 1;e2 = 1;αm = 0; λm = 0
1c. The Case of the Large Value of the Cosmological
Term:
λm>
4
3
(57)
– then we have two different real eigenvalues k1 6= λ2,
k1 < 0,k2 < 0, which are negative according to (52). In
this case the singular point is a stable attractive node. At
τ→+∞ all the phase trajectories of the dynamic system
come to the singular point and all the trajectories apart
from two exceptional ones, when coming to the singular
point, are tangent to the eigenvector u1, which corre-
sponds to the minimal in magnitude eigenvalue, i.e., k1.
Two exceptional trajectories are tangent to the second
eigenvector u2. The mentioned eigenvectors are equal to:
u1 = (1,k1); u1 = (1,k2). (58)
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The angle φ between the eigenvectors is defined by the
relation:
cosφ≡ u1u2√
u21u
2
2
=
√
4
3λm
< 1⇒φ> 0. (59)
At very big values of λm the angle between the vectors
tends to pi/2, at λm→ 4/3 the angle tends to null.
1d. The degenerated case:
λm =
4
3
(60)
– This case piratically coincides with the previous one
with the only difference that it takes into account the
fact that all the trajectories come to the singular point
tangent to the single eigenvector – this corresponds to
the mentioned above boundary case φ→ 0.
3.4.2 The Classical Field with the Repulsion: e1 =
1;e2 = −1 or the Phantom Field with the At-
traction: e1 =−1;e2 = 1
In this case independently of the field’s character
(classical/phantom) according to (52) we have 2 real
eigenvalues with opposite signs. Thus, the null singu-
lar point (48) in this case is a saddle.
3.5 The Characteristic Equation and the Qual-
itative Analysis in the Neighborhood of the
Non-Zero Singular Point
Let us calculate the derivatives of the fucntions (37)
at non-zero singular points M±(x±,0) (49) at λm≥ 0:
∂P
∂x
∣∣∣∣
M±
= 0;
∂P
∂y
∣∣∣∣
M±
= 1;
∂Q
∂x
∣∣∣∣
M±
= 2e1e2;
∂Q
∂y
∣∣∣∣
M±
=−
√
3
√
λm+
1
2αm
.
Let us notice that as a result of the condition (50), the
values of the derivatives are real. The determinant of the
dynamic system’s matrix is equal to:
∆±= det(A)M± =−2e1e2. (61)
This, we obtain the roots of the characteristic equation
k±, which coincide for the symmetrical points M±:
k±=
√
3
2
[
−
√
λm+
1
2αm
±
√
λm+
1
2αm
+
8e1e2
3
]
, (62)
so that:
k1k2 =−2e1e2. (63)
3.5.1 The Classical Field with Attraction: e1 = e2 = 1 or
the Phantom Fields with Repulsion: e1 = e2 =−1
In consequence of (50) the radicand in the first term
(62) is strictly greater then null. Moreover, as a result
of e1e2 = +1 the radicand in the second term (62) is
greater than the radicand in the first term (62), there-
fore both eigenvalues are real and opposite by sign. Thus,
the points M± in this case are instable saddle points at
any direction of the time.
3.5.2 The Classical Field with Repulsion: e1 = 1;e2 =
−1 or the Phantom Fields with Attraction: e1 =
−1;e2 = 1
In consequence of (50) the radicand in the first term
(62) is strictly greater than null. Moreover, as a result
of e1e2 =−1 the radicand in the second term (62) is less
than the radicand in the firs term (62) and, in general,
can be negative. Thus, there are three possible cases:
1) λm+1/2αm−8/3> 0 – both eiegenvalues are real and
negative. In this case the solution contains two symmet-
rical attractive (stable) nondegenerated nodes. All phase
trajectories in the neighborhood of such singular points
at t→∞ come into these points and all of them, apart
from two exceptional ones, are tangent to the eigenvec-
tor of the minimal length. 2) λm + 1/2αm− 8/3 = 0 –
both eigenvalues are negative and equal to each other.
In this case the solution contains two symmetrical non-
degenerated nodes, which are the bifuraction points of the
dynamic system.
3) λm+1/2αm−8/3< 0 – both eigenvalues are complex
conjugate and their real parts are negative. In this case
the solution containstwo symmetrical attractive focuses.
In the case of two symmetrical focuses it is easy to
find the limiting value of Hm(∞), to which the Hubble
constant tends to at t→∞. Substituting the coordinates
of the focuses M±(±1/√e2α,0) into the equation (33),
we obtain:
Hm(∞) =
√
1
3
(
λm− 1
2αm
)
. (64)
4 The Numerical Simulation of the Cos-
mological Evolution in the Case of the
Model with the Single Field for Typi-
cal Cases
The results of the qualitative researches were con-
firmed and the fact of the asymptotic behavior of the
trajectories at infinity was established as a consequence
of the numerical simulation. Let us consider some exam-
ples.
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Fig. 7. The phase trajectories of the system (37)
for the classical field are: e1 = 1, e2 = 1, αm = 10,
λm = 0.1. The permitted area is shown on Fig.
3a.
Fig. 8. The phase trajectories of the system (37)
for the classical field: e1 = 1, e2 = 1, αm = 10,
λm = 1.5.
4.1 The Case of the Pair of the Saddle Singular
Points (e1 = e2 = 1; e1 = e2 =−1)
In the real part of the solution (50) in the case of the
similar values of the parameters e1 and e2 the system
has three singular points: a pair of the symmetrical sad-
dle points with the coordinates M±(± 1√
e2αm
,0) and a
null singular point M0(0,0). The figure 9 illustrates the
topological structure of the phase trajectories with the
attractive focus in the origin of coordinates, the figure
10 illustrates the phase trajectories with the attractive
center in the origin of coordinates.
Fig. 9. The phase trajectories of the system (37)
for the classical field: e1 = 1, e2 =−1, αm =−10,
λm = 0. The permitted area is shown on the Fig.
2a.
4.2 The Case of the Null Saddle Singular Point
(e1 = 1, e2 =−1; e1 =−1, e2 = 1)
If the conditions of the reality of the solution for the
classical and phantom scalar fields in the case of differ-
ent signs of the parameters e1 and e2 the system (37)
has the next singular points: a null saddle singular point
and a pair of symmterical points, which character is de-
fined by the parameters e1, αm, λm. For the numerical
integration of the dynamic system (37) it is required to
select the initial values of the function Φ, Z, satisfying
the condition (39). The figure 9 illustrates the phase
trajectories for the classical scalar field. It can be seen,
that the ranges in the neighborhood of the symmetrical
attractive focuses do not meet the condition (39), there-
fore the trajectories having the origin in the τ =−∞ (the
pole), finish on the boundary of this range‖. The figure
10 shows the phase portrait of the system for the phan-
tom scalar field with the same parameter λm. It can be
seen that the ranges far off the symmetrical attractive fo-
cuses are now unaccessible. In the given example λm = 0
and the permitted area are now split by the directrices of
the saddle point into two ranges each of which contains
a family of the phase trajectories.
For the nonzero values of the parameter λm the per-
mitted area contains phase trajectories, part of which
transitions from the neighborhood of one of the focuses
to the neighborhood of the another one (Fig. 11).
‖see below
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Fig. 10. The phase trajectories of the system (37)
for the phantom field: e1 =−1, e2 = 1, αm = 10,
λm = 0.
Fig. 11. The phase trajectories of the system (37)
for the phantom field: e1 =−1, e2 = 1, αm = 10,
λm = 0.01.
At further increase of the parameter λm, the trajectories
in the neighborhood of the symmetrical focuses are start-
ing to bend (Fig. 13). The figure 14 shows the case of
the bifurcation of the dynamic system on change of the
character of the symmetrical singular points from the at-
tractive focus to the attractive centers, corresponding to
the value λm = 2.7167.
Fig. 12. The phase trajectories of the system (37)
for the phantom field: e1 =−1, e2 = 1, αm = 10,
λm = 0.01.
Fig. 13. The phase trajectories of the system (37)
for the phantom field: e1 =−1, e2 = 1, αm = 10,
λm = 0.01.
Fig. 14. The phase trajectories of the system (37)
for the phantom field: e1 =−1, e2 = 1, αm = 10,
λm = 2.7167. The bifurcation.
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5 The Behavior of the Trajectories at
Infinity: the Projection of the Phase
Trajectories on the Poincare Sphere
For the more deep research of the behavior of the dy-
namic system’s trajectories at infinity let us construct
the projections of the phase trajectories on the Poincare
sphere. Applying the Poincare transformations [50, 51]
ξ=
1
Φ
, η=
Z
Φ
(65)
to the dynamic system (37), we find the following rela-
tions in the new variables u,v:
P ∗(ξ,η) = −ηξ3;
Q∗(ξ,η) = −
√
3 η
√
e1η2ξ2+e2ξ2− αm
2
+λmξ4
−e1e2ξ2+e1αm−η2ξ2. (66)
The singular points at the equator of the Poincare sphere
are defined from the conditions: P ∗(0,η) = 0, Q∗(0,η) =
0. Thus, we find
ξ= 0; η∞= sgn(αm)
√
2
3
√−e1αm ⇒ M∞(0,η∞).
(67)
Fig. 15. The phase trajectories of the system (37)
on the Poincare sphere for the classical field with-
out a self-action at e1 = 1, e2 = 1, αm = 0, λm = 0.
Fig. 16. The phase trajectories of the system (37)
on the Poincare sphere for the classical field with
the self-action at e1 = 1, e2 = −1, αm = −10,
λm = 0.1.
Fig. 17. The phase trajectories of the system
(37) on the Poincare sphere for the classical field
with the self-action at e1 = 1, e2 = 1, αm = 10,
λm = 0.1.
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Fig. 18. The phase trajectories of the system (37) of the classical scalar field on the Poincare sphere for the
parameters e1 = 1, e2 =−1, αm =−10; the upper row, from left to right: λm = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0; the lower row, from
left to right: λm = 1.61666, 2.61666, 10.
6 The Consideration of the Models with
Single Scalar Fields
First, let us notice that the coordinates on the
Poincare diagrams (Fig. 15 – 18) ξ and η are normalized
and connected with the dynamic variables x and y by
the following expressions:
ξ=
x√
1+x2+y2
; η=
y
1+
√
x2+y2
,
Therefore the points on the circumference of the uni-
tary radius correspond to infinitely great values of the
dynamic variables Φ → ±∞, Φ˙ → ±∞ . Each certain
phase trajectory is defined by a certain point on the uni-
tary circle, and the direction of movement alongside the
phase trajectory is defined by the direction from the cor-
responding pole to that point.
Comparing the projections of the phase portraits of
the dynamic systems, based on the classical scalar field
with the self-action (Fig. 15 – 18), let us note the fol-
lowing:
1. The phase portraits have the central symmetry
{Φ,Z} → {−Φ,−Z}. This allows us to limit ourselves
with the analysis of the phase trajectories which start in
the single semiplane, for example, to be specific, in the
upper one.
2. In the case of the null value of the cosmological con-
stant and absence of the self-action (α= 0) all the phase
trajectories are split by the separatrices coming out from
the equator {Φ∞ = ±∞,Z∞ = 0} into two dynamic
streams coming out from the poles {Φ∞= 0,Z∞=±∞}
and asymptotically winding onto the focus {0,0} at
t→+∞ (Fig. 15).
3. In the case when λ > 0, e2 =−1, α < 0 there appear
two attractive centers and one saddle central point: the
phase sepace splits into 4 dynamic streams coming out
from the poles and each of the streams is split to the pair
of streams; the trajectories of one of these are winding
onto the left attractive center, and the second one’s are
winding onto the right attractive center (Fig. 16).
4. In the case λ > 0, e2 = 1, α > 0 there appears a sin-
gle attractive center and two symmetrical saddle points:
the phase space splits into 6 dynamic streams where one
a pair from these comes out of the poles and gets into
the opposite poles while and another pair, coming out
from the poles, gets back, and the third pair of streams,
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coming out from the poles, is winding onto the attractive
center (Fig. 17).
5. There, finally, exists one more transitional type of the
phase diagram at λ > 0, e2 = −1, α < 0 - the bifurca-
tions when all the trajectories are split into two dynamic
streams coming out from the poles and returning back
after quite a complex loop. (Fig. 18).
Let us now consider the most interesting case of the
model λ≥ 0 with the classical scalar field with the self-
action e1 = 1, e2 = −1, α < 0, which phase trajectories
are shown on Fig. 9. As it can be seen from the figure,
the phase trajectories coming out from the infinity, ap-
proach the boundary of the area of allowable values of
the dynamic variables with time. It is necessary to un-
derstand what happens with these trajectories. Let us
notice that the scalar field’s equation (6) for the Fried-
man Universe has a form of the standard equation of
nonlinear oscillations with an account of the friction co-
efficient β(x,x′), which is dependent on the coordinate
and speed of a particle (see e.g., [7]):
x′′+βx′+V ′(x) = 0, (68)
where β = 3Hm(x) =
√
3εm. Therefore the approaching
of the trajectory to the line εeff = 0 can be interpreted
as fall of the coefficient of friction to null in the neigh-
borhood of the inaccessible range. This means that the
system’s trajectory should come to the trajectory of free
potential nonlinear oscillations:
x′′+V ′(x) = 0, (69)
which has the following integral of the total energy:
x′2
2
+V (x) =E0. (70)
Exactly this integral describes the curve (40), if we
renormalize the constant E0 with the help of cosmological
constant. The Fig. 19 illustrates the results of the nu-
merical integration of the equation of the free oscillations
(69).
Fig. 19. The phase trajectories of the free oscilla-
tions (69): e1 = 1, e2 = −1, α = −10; the heavy
line is λ= 0.288; the thin line is λ= 0.400769; the
dash-dotted line is λ = 1.008, the dotted line is
λ= 2.688.
The Fig. 20 illustrates the results of the numerical inte-
gration of the dynamic equations (37) in the neighbor-
hood of the trajectory of the free oscillations.
Fig. 20. a) The approaching of the phase trajectory of the dynamic system (37) to the trajectory of free potential
oscillations (solid blue line) in the case of the classical scalar field (the solid black line): e1 = 1, e2 = −1, α =
−10; λ = 0. The permitted area is shown on the Fig. 2a. b) The dynamic system’s (37) phase trajectory’s get
off from the trajectory of free potential oscillations (69) (solid blue line) in the case of the phantom scalar field:
e1 =−1, e2 = 1, α= 10,λ= 0. The permitted area is shown on the Fig. 2b.
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Thus, in the wide enough range of parameters of the
model of nonlinear scalar field, both classical one and
phantom one, the appearance of the stable boundary cy-
cle at t → +∞ is possible; this cycle can be described
by the trajectory with the null effective energy (40) and
it represents the free (sustained) oscillations in the po-
tential field. Naturally, there raises a question about the
enerfy and pressure of the scalar field in this finite state.
Substituting the expression for the energy density of the
scalar field (15) in the equation of the boundary trajec-
tory (40), independently on the parameters of the model
we obtain for the energy density of the scalar field on the
boundary curve the following expression:
ε∞=− λ
8pi
. (71)
Thus, this value should be negative at λ> 0 which is pos-
sible only at certain values (and signs!) of the model’s
parameters. Substituting the obtained value for the en-
ergy density into the expression (16) for the scalar field’s
pressure, we find on the boundary curve:
p∞=
1
8pi
(2m2e1Φ
′2+λ). (72)
Let us investigate the asymptotic behavior of the sys-
tem in the considered case at τ → +∞. Since it is
H = a˙/a→ 0, then a˙→ o, it follows that a¨→ 0. Then,
as a consequence of the Einstein equation for the space
componenets it should be p→λ/8pi, t→+∞. According
to (15), (16), (71) this is only possible when the condition
Φ˙→ 0→Φ→Φ0 and εeff = 0 fulfills:
e2m
2Φ20−
α
2
Φ40+λ= 0⇒ e2x20−
αm
2
x40+λm = 0.
This equation coincides with the curve equation (40) at
y = 0, consequently it defines the point lying at the in-
tersection of the abscissa axis with this curve and can be
rewritten in the terms of the potential V (Φ) (2):
V (Φ0) =−1
2
(
1
2α
+λ
)
.
As it can be seen from the Fig. 1, there coul be two
of such points M0(±Φ0,0) or four, depending on the
model’s parameters. Thus, such Universe can tend to the
Euclidian Universe with the scalar vacuum fully compen-
sating for the cosmological term, at t→+∞ and suitable
parameters of the model. The process of the transition
to this mode of expansion requires addition research.
In the case of the phantom field, apparently, we have
unstable boundary cycle (see [50]), off which the phase
trajectories repulse at t→−∞. For such a field the start
with the Euclidian Universe and then the transition to
irreversible inflation is possible. The question about the
existence of the unstable boundary cycle for the phantom
field also requires additional complex research. Never-
theless, we can put forward some physical arguments in
favor of the existence of the mentioned boundary cycles
corresponding to null effective energy, i.e. the Euclidian
Universe. For that we can analyse the behavior of the
effective energy εeff (44) and invariant cosmological ac-
celeration Ω (18) in the neighborhood of the trajectory
of the null effective energy. Figures 21 and 22 illustrate
the plots of these values for the model with the classical
field and the figures 23 and 24 illustrate the plots of these
values for the phantom field. These plots correspond to
the phase trajectories on Fig. 20 and are obtained on
the basis of the numerical integration of the system (37).
Fig. 21. The evolution of the value 8piεeff/m
2,
proportional to the effective energy (44) of the
classical field: e1 = 1, e2 = −1, α = −10, λ = 0,
Φ(0) = 10, Z(0) = 0.85. The values of the di-
mensionless time τ are plotted along the abscissa
axis.
Fig. 22. The evolution of the invariant cosmo-
logical acceleration Ω (18) of the classical field:
e1 = 1, e2 = −1, α = −10, λ = 0, Φ(0) =
10, Z(0) = 0.85. The gray horizontal line cor-
responds to the value Ω = 1.
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For the convenience of the results representation on the
entire real axis R having incomparable scales it was used
the function Lig(x) [41]:
Lig(x)≡ sgn(x) log10(1+ |x|),
such that:
Lig(x)≈
{
x, |x|→ 0;
sgn(x) log10 |x|, |x|→∞.
Fig. 23. The evolution of the value 8piεeff/m
2,
proportional to the effective energy (44) of the
phantom field: e1 = −1, e2 = 1, α = 10, λ = 0,
Φ(0) = 0.3, Z(0) = 0.22. The values of the di-
mensionless time τ are plotted along the abscissa
axis.
Fig. 24. The evolution of the invariant cosmologi-
cal acceleration Ω (18) of the phantom field: e1 =
−1, e2 = 1, α= 10, λ= 0, Φ(0) = 0.3, Z(0) = 0.22.
The gray horizontal line corresponds to the value
Ω = 1.
As it can be seen on the Fig. 21, the value of E =
8piεeff/m
2, starts from the values E ≈ 103 at τ = 0
(to which the lower point of the phase trajectory corre-
sponds on the Fig. 20.a)), and after time τ ∼ 2 decreases
to the values close to null. Simultaneously, the value
of the invariant cosmological acceleration Ω, starts from
the Ω = 1, then sharply falls at τ ∼ 6 and reaches great
negative values Ω ≈ −105 at τ ∼ 8, which corresponds
to abrupt deceleration at transition to the trajectory of
free oscillations with null effective energy (see Fig. 22).
In the case of the phantom field (Fig. 23), the value
of E = 8piεeff/m
2, starts practically from null values at
τ = 0 (to which the point of the phase trajectory located
in the neighborhood of the saddle point M(0,0) on the
Fig. 20.b)), after time τ ∼ 10 reaches values E ≈ 0.002
and then comes to the constant value. Simultaneously
the magnitude of the invariant cosmological acceleration
Ω starts with great positive values of Ω ≈ 100 at τ = 0
falls in the oscillation mode and at τ ∼ 10 tends to the
constant value Ω = 1, which corresponds to inflation.
The unique features of the classical and the phantom
scalar fields with the self-action, revealed by the Authors
and concluding in the possibility of the Euclidian start
of the Universe for the phantom field and the Euclid-
ian finish of the Universe for the classical field confirm
the possibility of reconsideration of the standard cosmo-
logical scenario. Apparently, this scenario can be made
more elegant and the well-known contradictions can be
avoided. Also, these features point to the necessity of
investigation of the combined model built on the asym-
metrical scalar doublet of the classical and the phantom
scalar fields, which is our intent to do in the second part
of the paper. Let us notice, that we have not aimed
to adapt the considered models to the well-known theo-
retical field schemes, therefore the revealed peculiarities
have, first and foremost, the fundamental nature. Let
us also notice, that at linkage to certain theoretical field
schemes it is necessary to take into account that all con-
stants, as well as the time, are normalized on the mass
of the scalar field m.
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